
Price List for News Production Room

Reel to Reel TEAC Tascam Series 32 $1300

purpose; for recording sound bites and editing. Editing can't be done on

cassette or cart.

Cassette TEAC Tascam 102 I 299

purpose: to play back interview tapes recorded on cassette

Recording Cart Deck Broadcast Electronics 2100 CRPS $2495

purpose; to record the reports for on air broadcast. All on air spots are recorded

on carts.

Playb ack Carl Deck Broadcast Electronics 2100 CPS $ 16 2 5

purpose: to be able to record from cart to cart. Sometimes a sound bite will be

on cart, and it must be able to be inserted into the report.

Board (8 channel) used $ 300

purpose: A control board allows the operator to control all equipment form on

position and be able to record from one piece of equipment to another.

Speakers

purpose: to be able to hear what you are producing

Microphone EV 633 A $ 88

purpose: to be able to speak onto tape

Microphone Holder Shock Mount TMI Tensimount $ 13
Microphone Stand Luxo LM-1 Mic Arm $ 37

Mic Mount Bracket Table Mount (Luxo) $ 9

purpose: the above three items allow the microphone to be mounted so that the

operators hands can remain free.

Phone Patch Centner SPH-4 $ 499

purpose: to be able to tape phone interviews.

New Carts $3 - $5 ea.

purpose: to record reports onto carts.

Wire and Crunch Blocks $40 - $30

purpose: to hook up the equipment.

Bulk Eraser Broadcast Electronics Splice Trak 90 $1030

purpose: to erase carts,. Carts do not erase when recorded over.

Headphones Fostex T20RP $ 39
purpose; to be able to hear yourself and what is being played back when the

microphone is on. To avoid feedback, the speakers turn off when the
microphone is turned on.




